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Meditationis est perscrutari occulta; contemplationis est admirari perspicua . . . Admiratio generat
qurestionem, qurestio investigationem, investigatio inventionem" once wrote HUGO DE S. VICTORE and

possibly described best the life span of the rare earths since the Swedish Army Lieutenant, C. A.
ARRHENIDS' discovery of an unusual black mineral at Ytterby in 1787. Since then the rare earths have

passed through the machinery of various phases of physical science. Europium as a member of the rare earth
family shows characteristics of the series as a whole as well as some typical behaviour of its own due to the
presence of its six f electrons i. e. , one less than the half-filled shell. This present volume attempts to provide

an understanding of the various aspects of its chemical and physical behaviour.

Europium was discovered in 1901 by French chemist EugeneAnatole Demarcay 18521904.. This week we
meet the rare earths element europium which has the atomic number 63 and the. Europium is about as hard as

lead and is quite ductile. Only about 5108 of all matter in the universe is europium.

Europium Discovery

Comprehensive information for the element Europium Eu is provided by this page including scores of
properties element names in many languages most known nuclides and technical terms are linked to their
definitions. Applications. It reacts very quickly with water and gives off hydrogen. Europium monofluoride
EuF or EuF CID structure chemical names physical and chemical properties classification patents literature
biological. The europium complex can be built via a methacrylate unit into the backbone of a polymer chain
910 as shown in Figure 1.14. Europium definition is a metallic chemical element of the rareearth group that is

used especially in. Kémiai Az európium a legreaktívabb ritkaföldfém levegn gyorsan oxidálódik egy
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centiméteres nagyságú minta néhány nap alatt teljesen eloxidálódik és a kalciumhoz hasonlóan reagál vízzel.
Atomic Properties. europium ja järjestysluku 63. Europium complexes EuTTA 3 Phen

444trifluorol2thienyll3butanedionol10phenanthroline europiumIII were synthesized according to a reference
3.TTA and Phen were commercially available and used without further purification.
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